
Why Hotels are the Ideal Cyberthreat Target

Busy, harried staff with little cyberthreat training. Hundreds of individuals in close proximity using open wi-fi. Vast amounts of sensitive 
customer data sharing networks with public access. No wonder hotel chains are such an attractive target for cybercrime.

Executive summary

There’s been a rash of attacks on hotels making headlines. While tens of 
thousands of tourists and business travellers sleep, dine, drink or work across 
hundreds of brand-name hotels, hackers are stealing their credit card details 
in an alarming number of malware attacks. What can be done to fortify this 
vulnerable part of the tourism industry?

Last week Kimpton Hotels notified customers of a data breach that compromised card 

numbers, expiration dates, internal verification codes and in some cases, cardholder names. 

This comes just three weeks after hotel management company HEI was similarly breached.

 Both companies were hit with point of sale (POS) malware, where a malware attack 

installs software on multiple POS terminals to record credit card data as the card is swiped, 

sending it all back to cybercriminals where it’s worth very good money on the black market 

of stolen card forums.

 With the Kimpton and HEI breaches following several equally high profile attacks on hotels 

last year, it might be time to ask what makes the hospitality sector such an attractive target 

and what – if anything – we can do about it.

Why are hotels so susceptible?

Hotels are often slower to adopt cybersecurity measures than other industries

 The first problem is the hospitality industry is often behind the cybersecurity curve. They 

don’t generally adopt industry-best malware detection capabilities because the vast majority 

of IT security budgets goes towards perimeter protection and not post-breach detection – 

the average is around 85 percent, leaving them scrambling to restore service and mitigate 

against breaches when perimeter protection fails.

 It should be noted that most other corporations and large enterprises are attacked as 

much as hotel companies, but because the latter are usually lacking in detection, it leaves 

them more vulnerable.

 But like every other large enterprise, hospitality companies should realize that being 

breached is a matter of when – not if – and prepare for it now. A robust business continuity 

and disaster recovery plan in place that focuses on post-breach detection is critical.

Hotels chain networks are highly interconnected 

 The other unique property about hotels that makes them vulnerable to attack is the 

network environment. They have more interconnected systems than most enterprises, many 

of them with public access.

 Hackers have a virtual smorgasbord of options including public wi-fi signals, magnetic 

stripe door entry cards, multiple point of sale terminals at restaurants, gift ships or spas and 

data sharing programs with third parties like airlines or car hire providers.
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 All those networks are connected not only across a single property or even a specific hotel 

chain – as the Kimpton and HEI examples show, they can give hackers access to sensitive 

data across an entire company spanning multiple brands.

 And even without weaknesses in those networks, guests who connect to them (through 

in-room wi-fi, for example) bring all their own system vulnerabilities with them.

 In one recent example we investigated, a single machine had two network interface cards, 

one connected to the guest network and one to the corporate network. The hotel chain 

behind it had no idea of the danger, but it provided a robust physical pathway for hackers 

to take control over the guest network and move onto the corporate network unimpeded.

Once attacker gets in...

 Once hackers have a single machine under their control either at the front desk or in 

a guest room, they need only to spread laterally throughout the network to find or hijack 

payment card data.

 It can be a simple matter of finding and copying the server data that holds existing 

transaction data or installing malware that updates to every point of sale terminal, giving 

hackers control over tens of thousands of them and capturing every new payment or swipe.

Hotel staff aren’t usually tech savvy

 Another vulnerability specific to the hospitality industry is that front desk staff that have 

access to the corporate network are trained to be friendly, well-groomed and welcoming – 

not security-aware. They’re not aware of the need for cybersecurity on the public-facing side 

of operations, and security providers that service the hotel industry (or the security teams 

employed by them directly) are usually smaller than those in most enterprises.

 It makes them very easy hacking targets, and it can often be managed with something 

as easy as a phishing email – when someone on the hotel’s front opens it, you immediately 

have a machine under your control that’s connected to the corporate network. 

The view from here

 Most of the time (just like in Kimpton Hotels breach) the company is only aware of the 

breach when customers report unauthorized charges on payment cards.

 Because of the vulnerabilities and risks discussed above, there’s an urgent need for the 

hospitality industry to invest even more in post-breach detection. 

 In many ways, there are too many potential entry points with too many technologies 

involved to secure completely, and it might be most cost effective to think about detection 

than prevention. What’s important isn’t that you’ve been hacked, it’s that you close the 

cybersecurity gaps as quickly as possible. n
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